Show extended a week

Faculty members exhibit diverse art collections

Eight members of the Fine Arts Department faculty are exhibiting collections of their work in the Annual Faculty Show. The exhibit, extended an extra week, will be on display through April 9.

One exhibit in the show is a display of interactive video by the Rev. Lee Lubbers, S.J. The display is comprised of six television sets. Each is bound together by pieces of wire and metal. The televisions are tuned to different channels, all facing a steel cube in the center of the display.

John Thein, the show's curator, has three large pencil etchings titled "A Study of Jeanne" and a collection of glass masks on exhibit.

Bob Bosco is exhibiting chalked pastel drawings and oil over acrylic paintings of rural Nebraska.

Ceramic collections include Jerry Horning's double-walled, multi-fired ceramic forms. A stoneware teapot, vase and pitcher by Pat Sullivan are also exhibited.

Mary Beth Fogarty has four hand painted head-shaped figures on display, as well as a cast bronze sculpture titled "Protest".

The Rev. Don Doll, S.J. has on display photographs of the Platte River from east and west. Roger Akin's black and white photographs of "A work in progress" may also be seen in the gallery.